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Abstract.  The dropped objects are identified as one of the top ten causes of fatalities and serious injuries in 
the oil and gas industry. It is of importance to understand dynamics of dropped objects under water to 
accurately predict the motion of dropped objects and protect the underwater structures and facilities from being 
damaged. In this paper, we study non-dimensionalization of two-dimensional (2D) theory for dropped 
cylindrical objects. Non-dimensionalization helps to reduce the number of free parameters, identify the 
relative size of effects of force and moments, and gain a deeper insight of the essential nature of dynamics of 
dropped cylindrical objects under water. The resulting simulations of dimensionless trajectory confirms that 
drop angle, trailing edge and drag coefficient have the significant effects on dynamics of trajectories and 
landing location of dropped cylindrical objects under water. 
 

Keywords:  non-dimensionalization; dropped cylindrical objects; slender body; trailing edge; offshore 

engineering 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Dropped objects are considered as one of top ten hazard accidents in the oil and gas industry and 

possess potential damage on offshore and onshore facilities (DORIS 2016). Dropping objects also 

raise the health and environmental issues in the offshore operation. ABS guidance (2017) 

recommends an evaluation process for the assessment of damage due to objects falling on the 

equipment or personnel on board. However, there is a room for the guidance to be improved by 

addressing the possibility of damage on structures and subsea equipment at seabed 

underwater caused by the dropped objects. One of the main reasons is that people are lack of 

knowledge of entire trajectory of dropped objects and consequently, the subsequent probability of 

striking additional structure and equipment and impact on other structure are not able to be estimated 

(ABS 2013). Therefore, it is of importance to understand the fundamental mechanism of motion of 

objects falling through water including prediction of their landing locations to handle the unexpected 

situation and reduce the harmful impact to minimum level. On this knowledge platform, one would 

monitor the real-time movement of dropped objects under water, predict landing location on ocean 
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bed and estimate the potential damage occurred. The knowledge would also benefit for proposal of 

guidance of offshore and onshore operation and minimize damage. 

The dynamics of falling cylindrical object has been experimentally investigated. Aanesland 

(1987) performed two drop model tests to observe the entire trajectory from a drop at the platform 

deck until the object lands on the seabed. It was found that dynamics of dropped cylindrical object 

has similarities in maneuvering of ships (Newman 1977). Yasseri (2014) performed the experiment 

to investigate the landing location of fall of model-scale cylinders through water at low initial entry 

velocity. It was concluded that dropping cylinders have 50% of probability to fall within 10% of the 

water depth, 80% of probability to fall within 20%, 90% to fall within 30%, 95% to fall within 40% 

of water depth and 98% of probability to fall within 50% of water depth. A series of model tests 

have been performed by Awotahegn (2015) to study the trajectory and seabed distribution of two 

drill pipes with diameters 8′′ and 12′′ which fall from certain heights above the water surface. The 

maximum excursion points and seabed landing points have been identified and analyzed. It was 

found that simplified method by risk assessment of 2010 is generally conservative (DNV, 2010). 

The experimental trajectories of falling cylinders with various mass center, initial velocity and drop 

angle have been reported (Kim et al. 2002). 

The costs of experimental studies lead the research to focus on development of numerical 

simulations of hydrodynamic analyses of motion of slender body under water (Bergmann and Iollo 

2011). Two-dimensional motion of falling objects is simulated by solving the differential equations 

of motion (Luo and Davis 1992). A computer program called DELTA is used to study the effects of 

several parameters. It was found that the drop angle has significant effect on horizontal excursion at 

the seabed level. Moreover, both drop height and angle affect the horizontal velocity of the object. 

In addition, the tangential drag coefficient seemed to have little impact on the trajectory. Using the 

same computer program, DELTA, multiple numerical studies on trajectories of two dropped drill 

casings have been carried out (Colwill and Ahilan 1992). These studies confirmed that drop height 

above waterline and initial dropped angle were critical parameters affecting the horizontal velocity. 

It is successfully established the relation between impact velocity and probability of its exceedance 

based on the findings of reliability-based impact analysis. Characteristic motions of freely falling 

body through water has been studied (Chu et al. 2005). The time-dependent six degrees of freedom 

motions of dropping object in water has been obtained by numerical solution scheme. The viscous 

effect has been considered on trajectory of cylindrical body by estimating the drag coefficients of 

the bodies for various body aspect ratios, end shapes, and orientations to incoming flow. Comparison 

between numerical results and experimental tests indicate that simulated dynamic pattern is affected 

significantly by initial drop angle, body aspect ratio, and mass center. Simulation program IMPACT 

35 has been developed to simulate falling objects’ movement through a single fluid such as air, water 

or sediment and motion through the interface of different fluids. In rotational coordinate system, 

equations of motion are formed by linearization of drag, lift force, and moments with temporally 

varying coefficients in time domain (Chu et al. 2005, Chu et al. 2006). IMPACT35 has been 

validated by comparison between its results and experimental data. Nonlinear dynamic simulation 

of dropped objects has been presented and a detailed accurate assessment of dropped object 

trajectories has been obtained by incorporating detailed hydrodynamic models of complex 

geometries. Moreover, the entire impact zone is determined by Monte-Carlo simulations that 

consider the objects’ initial drop angle as random variables (Majed and Cooper 2013, Xiang et al. 

2016). A different model of falling cylindrical object has been proposed by considering the effect of 

axial rotation, and simulated trajectory has been obtained by modified maneuvering equations for a 

slender rigid body (Xiang et al. 2016, Xiang et al. 2017a, Xiang et al. 2017b), and a numerical tool 
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called Dropped Objects Simulator (DROBS) has been successfully developed. It should be 

addressed that the numerical results from DROBS have been validated by at least two experimental 

tests, implemented by Aanesland (1987) and Chu et al. (2005), respectively. DROBS was 

successfully applied to investigate the random distribution of a dropped model rocket freely falling 

into the UNO’s towing tank (Yu et al. 2020b). It was used to study the hit probability of dropped 

cylindrical objects hit probability on pipelines at seabed in offshore operations (Yu et al. 2020a), 

and the results from DROBS were compared with those based on simplified method (DNV 2010). 

It was found that such a simplified method may introduce larger errors to the calculation of hit 

probability and mean radii.  

In this paper, the trajectories of small-scaled hollow drill pipes are calculated by DROBS. The 

differential equations of motion in this paper are solved by ODE45 solver of Matlab, which 

represents a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Firstly, the non-dimensionalization is carried out for 

the equations of motion of surge-heave-pitch motion of dropped cylindrical objects. The simulated 

results agree well with dimensionless data from model tests (Aanesland 1987). Then, the 

dimensionless dynamic equations are used to re-investigate various factors that may affect the 

trajectories such as trailing edge, drag coefficient and drop angle. Finally, simulated trajectories in 

X-Z plane are obtained at a 0.8 dimensionless water depth by varying the drop angle. 

 

 

2. Non-dimensionlization of equations of motion in two dimensions (2D) for dropped 
cylindrical objects 

 

2.1 Equations of motion in 2D and hydrodynamic force components 
 

Aanesland (1987) proposed the two-dimensional equations to numerically describe the motions 

of falling drilling pipes by modifying maneuvering equation of ships. Based on the observation of 

his model tests of dropping pipe through water, it was found that there was similarity between the 

motion of dropping pipe and maneuvering of slender ships (Newman 1997). The slenderness means 

the length of objects exceed its diameter by an several order of magnitude. For dropped pipe, the 

length of pipe is far greater than its diameter. Thus, the dropped pipe was theoretically treated as a 

slender body. During the large part of motion under water, the longitudinal velocity dominated the 

lateral velocity and the coupled surge-heave-pitch motion of the dropped pipe corresponded to the 

coupled surge-sway-yaw motion of the ship.  

As shown in Figure, the upper-case letters X and Z denote a global coordinate system. X-axis 

represents the coordinate of the still-water surface. The Z-axis represents the coordinate along the 

vertical direction and upward is defined as positive direction. The local coordinate system denoted 

by lower case letters x and z is fixed on the dropped cylindrical object. The x-axis describes the 

cylinder axis and origin is defined at the center of gravity. The local coordinate coincides with global 

coordinate system where the cylinder positions horizontally on the water surface. The   denotes 

the instantaneous angle between the x-axis of the local coordinate system and the X-axis of the 

global coordinate system. 

The parameters included in the dynamic equations are referred to the local coordinate system (x, 

z) and the cylinder is assumed moving as a rigid body. In addition, the shape of cylinder is assumed 

symmetric about the center of gravity in present study (x=z=0). 
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Fig. 1 The local and global coordinate systems for dropped cylindrical object 
 

 

Suppose the velocity of surge is 
1U  , velocity of heave motion 3U and pitch motion 

2 , then 

the equations of motion are given in 

)sin()(  gm  + dxF =


1Um                          (1) 

)cos()(  gm  + dzF = ])([ 3332131



 UmmxUUmU ttt + )( 213 


UUm      (2) 

dyM = ])([ 2552

2

13331



 mmxUUmxmU tttt +


255M            (3) 

where the parameters are defined as follows: 

 : the instantaneous rotational angle between x-axis and X-axis 

m : the mass of cylinder 

D: diameter of the cylinder 

 : kinematic viscosity of water 

L: length of the cylinder 

g : gravitational acceleration 
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 : the density of water 

 : the volume of the cylinder 

55M : moment of inertia in pitch direction 

55m : added mass for pitch motion from strip theory 

33m : added mass for heave motion from strip theory 

tm : 2D added mass coefficient for heave direction at the trailing edge 

tx : longitudinal position of effective trailing edge 

dxC : drag coefficient in x-direction 

dzC : drag coefficient in z-direction 

The viscous forces dxF , dzF  and the moment dyM  are evaluated with 

 dxF = 2

1 10.664 | |U U L   + 
2

1 1

1
| |

8
dxC D U U                 (4) 

dzF = dxxUxDUC zzdz

L

L
|)(|)(

2

1 5.0

5.0                           (5) 

 dyM =-0.5 dxxUxDxUC zzdz

L

L
|)(|)(

5.0

5.0                        (6) 

In Eq. (1), no added mass is considered in surge motion because the added mass of a slender body 

in the longitudinal direction is negligible compared with the body mass (Newman 1977). Eq. (4) 

represents the drag forces along x-direction and it includes two types of drag. The first term is 

friction drag which can be obtained from boundary layer theory for laminar flow (Schlichting 1979). 

The second term is form drag (Hoerner 1958). Eq. (5) is drag force along z-direction in local 

coordinate system. Eq. (6) denotes the torque about y-axis (Gudmestad and Moe 1996). 
zU  is the 

local relative velocity in z-axis direction between cylinder and water. It may be approximated by -

)( 23 xU  , LxL 5.05.0  .  

After solving for  
1U  , 3U  and 

2  in the local coordinate system at each time step, the motions 

in the local coordinate system are transformed into the motions in the global coordinate system by 

using the relationship 

    [


X  


Y ]=[
1U  3U ][

)cos()sin(

)sin()cos(



 
]                   (7) 

The instantaneous angle   is solved by 


 =
2 .  

 
2.2 Non-dimensionalization of equations of motion 

 
To obtain the units of measurement of the velocity U and time T, the governing equation of surge 

motion Eq. (1) is used. By introducing the dimensionless velocity U  and dimensionless time t , 
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the velocity of surge motion 
1U  and time t  can be expressed as 

                    
1U =U

'

1U  

                     t =T t                                  

where 
1U    and t   are the dimensionless surge velocity and dimensionless time, respectively. 

Plugging the expressions above into equation of surge motion Eq. (1), we have 

(m-  )g )sin(  -0.664 L2
1U  || 1U  U3/2-0.125   dxC 2D || 11 UU  U2=m




1U

T

U
 (8) 

Dividing by m
T

U
 on both sides of Eq. (8), we have 




1U =

m

m  
g )sin( 

U

T
-0.664 L2

1U  || 1U  U3/2

mU

T
 

-0.125  
dx

C

2D || 11 UU  U2

mU

T
 

Choosing 

 0.125   2D U2

mU

T
=1   and    g

U

T
=1 

Thus, the unit of measurement of velocity and time in trajectory of dropped cylindrical object are 

obtained as 

U =
2

8

D

mg


  , 

and    

                       T =
2

8

Dg

m


                               (9) 

Using unit of measurement of velocity and time U and T in Eq. (9), the dynamic equations of 

surge, heave and pitch motions in the two-dimensional theory for dropped cylindrical objects can be 

non-dimensionalized to Eqs.(10)-(12), respectively. From the dimensionless equations, the 

parameters in the mathematical models are reduced comparing with Eqs. (1)-(3). In surge motion, 

the parameters are reduced from nine to three. The parameters have been reduced from ten to five 

in heave motion. Non-dimensionalization reduce parameter in pitch motion from eight to three. 

For surge motion 




1U =

1A )sin(  -
1B 1U  || 1U  - 1C || 11 UU                     (10) 
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where 
1U    is dimensionless velocity of surge motion and 

1A  ,  
1B   , and 

1C   dimensionless 

coefficients which are  

1A =
m

m  
， 

1B =0.664 L2 U1/2

m

T
,  

and dxCC 1  

 

For heave motion 




3U =-

2A )cos( +
2B

2

3U  +
2C

2

2 +
2D 1U 

3U  +
2E 1U 

2              (11) 

where 3U    and 
2    are dimensionless velocity of heave motion and dimensionless angular 

velocity about y-axis and 
2A ,  

2B  , 
2C  ,

2D and 
2E  are dimensionless coefficients which are 

defined as below 

2A =
mm

m





33


， 

2B = )/(5.0 33 mmDLUTCdz  ， 

2C = )/(/5.0 33

3 mmUTDLCdz  ,  

2D = )/( 33 mmUTmt  ,  

2E = )/()( 33 mmmmx tt   

 

For pitch motion 



2 = 3A 3U 
2 + 3B

1U 
3U  + 3C

1U 
2                    (12) 

where 
1U   , 3U   , and 

2    are dimensionless velocity of surge motion,  heave motion and 

dimensionless angular velocity about y-axis, respectively. The dimensionless coefficients 3A  ,  

3B  , and 3C  are 

3A = )/(5.0 5555

3 MmUTDLCdz    

3B = )/())(( 5555

2

33 MmUTmxm tt  ,  
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and 3C =- tt mx2
UT / )( 5555 Mm  .   

The unit of measurement of length scale L can be obtained by unit of measurement of velocity 

and time 

                  L UT =
2

8

D

mg

 2

8

Dg

m


=

2

8m

D
                      (13) 

The length L is the distance covered in the time interval of T at the velocity U. It will be used to 

estimate the order of magnitude of the distance at which oscillating motion of dropped cylindrical 

object terminates. 

 

 

3. Case study 

 
3.1 Effects of hydrodynamic force and moments on motions 
 

Using the proposed units of measurement of velocity and time in the Eq. (9), the two-dimensional 

dynamics can be written in dimensionless forms of Eqs. (10)-(12). For surge motion, dimensionless 

friction drag and dimensionless form drag are plotted in Figs. 2 at initial dropping angles of 30o. 

From the figures, the magnitudes of friction drag are greater than those of form drag. The friction 

drag seems dominant. Furthermore, Figs. 2-4 show that friction drag and form drag are oscillating 

force, and their magnitude decreases in time frame. For heave motion, dimensionless viscous force 

dzF and dimensionless hydrodynamic force induced by the effective trailing edge 
TF =

2D 1U 
3U  +

2E 1U 
2  are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. It can be seen that viscous force and trailing edge force are 

in opposite direction. When the initial dropping angle increases, the magnitudes increase. However, 

their magnitudes are roughly same. Furthermore, figures show that friction drag and form drag are 

oscillating force and their magnitude decreases in time frame. For pitch motion, dimensionless 

moment induced by viscous force and hydrodynamic force induced by the effective trailing edge are 

considered. Magnitude of moments induced by viscous force and hydrodynamic force are in the 

same level. When the initial dropping angle increases, the initial magnitudes of moments increase. 

However, their magnitudes decay faster with increasing in dropping angle. Furthermore, Fig. 2 

shows that friction drag and form drag are oscillating, and their magnitude decreases in time frame. 

Comparing effect of force and moment, moment is dominating in motion of dropped cylindrical 

object. 

For scaled model (1:20.32), specifications are: length=0.45 meters, density=0.548 kg/m3, 

mass=0.247 kg, diameter of cross-sectional area=0.01 meters, and The density of water =1025 kg/m3. 

The units of measurement of velocity and time can be obtained through Eq. (9) as velocity U=7.83 

m/s and time T=0.78s. Based on proposed units of velocity and time, the dimensionless coefficients 

in equations of surge, heave, and pitch motions can be evaluated and are shown in Tables 1-3. From 

the Table 1, it can be seen that the effect of friction drag which is obtained from boundary layer 

theory for laminar flow is dominant in the surge motion. Table 2 shows that drag force described by 

Morison equation is the most important for heave motion. Table 3 indicates that the most 

contributions to moments for pitch motion come from torques caused by drag force described by 

Morison equation and hydrodynamic force. 
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Fig. 2 Dimensionless friction drag (red line) and form drag (blue line) at drop angle 30o 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Dimensionless force 
dzF  described by Morison’s equation at drop angle 30o 
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Fig. 4 Dimensionless force 
TF   induced by trailing edge at drop angle 30o 

 

 
Table 1 The values of dimensionless coefficients for surge motion 

Dynamic component Dimensionless coefficients Value 

Hydrostatic force 
1A  0.85 

Friction drag 
1B  12.71 

Form drag 
1C  1.1-1.3 

 

 
Table 2 The values of dimensionless coefficients for heave motion 

Dynamic component Dimensionless coefficients Value 

Hydrostatic force 
2A  0.74 

Drag force 
2B  49.81 

Drag force 
2C  0.27 

Hydrodynamic force 
2D  0.001 

Hydrodynamic force 
2E  0.87 
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Table 3 The values of dimensionless coefficients for pitch motion 

Dynamic component Dimensionless coefficients Value 

Drag moment 
3A  597.96 

Hydrodynamic moment 
3B  283.11 

Hydrodynamic moment 
3C  0.001 

 

 

3.2 Simulated trajectories vs. experimental envelop  
 

Using non-dimensional governing equations of surge, heave and pitch motions, dimemsionless 

simulations have been performed through the use of the trailing edge values of Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 and 

0.5. Trailing edge is rear edge of the cylinder and of prime importance in dynamics of cylinder 

because the position of trailing edge directly affects force and moment in heave and pitch motions, 

respectively. Resulting non-dimensional trajectories are shown in Figs. 5-7 for the initial orientation 

angles of 0 =30o, 0 =45o , and 0 =60o , respectively. For both initial angles of 0 =30o and 0

=45o , the simulated dimensionless trajectories at the trailing edge positions Xt=0.3 and Xt=0.4 are 

more in line with the experimental results. Dimensionless trajectories with Xt=0.5 overshoot the 

right-hand side boundary of the observed experimental range. All trajectories show a similar pattern. 

The effect of the trailing edge decreases at a larger initial orientation angle 0 . Fig. 5 shows the 

simulated dimensionless trajectories for 0 =30o. The simulated dimensionless trajectory for Xt=0.4 

seems to agree well with of dimensionless experimental values. From Fig. 5 to Fig. 7, it can be seen 

that when initial orientation angles increase from 30o to 60o, simulated dimensionless landing points 

seem to shift to farther landing location along horizontal direction. Landing positions of the dropped 

cylindrical at large initial dropping angles seem to separate farther apart compared with those at 

lower angles. The dimensionless simulations show that the trailing edge position Xt has a significant 

effect on the simulated dimensionless trajectory which can lead to differences between experimental 

and numerical trajectories shown in Figs. 5-7. The trailing edge position Xt has an appropriate range 

which depends on the magnitude of initial drop angle.  

Figs. 8-10 show the resulting non-dimensional trajectories for different z directional drag 

coefficients, dzC  =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. Fig. 8 shows that simulated dimensionless 

trajectory overshoot at right boundary of experimental envelop for all values of dzC  at drop angle 

of 30o. From Fig. 9, It can be seen that dimensionless trajectories for dzC =1.0 and 1.1 are in line 

with experimental envelop when the drop angle is increased to 45o. When the drop angle is increased 

to 60o , the dimensionless trajectories for dzC =1.2 and 1.3 seem to fall into the range of experimental 

dimensionless trajectory as shown in Fig. 10. Overall, it can be seen that for each drop angle, the 

dropped object demonstrated similar simulated dimensionless trajectories compared with simulation 

with physical units. It shows that trajectory under the larger drag coefficient dzC  seems to cause 

farther landing point in positive x-direction. The possible reason is that larger dzC  arises larger 

resistance force which slows down the falling motion and  allows the dropped cylindrical object to 

travel further in X-direction. 
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Fig. 5 Simulated dimensionless trajectories at drop angle 30o with different trailing edge coefficient 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Simulated dimensionless trajectories at drop angle 45o with different trailing edge coefficient 
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Fig. 7 Simulated dimensionless trajectories at drop angle 60o with different trailing edge coefficient 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 Simulated dimensionless x-z plane trajectories with different dzC at drop angle 30o 
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Fig. 9 Simulated dimensionless x-z plane trajectories with different dzC at drop angle 45o 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 Simulated dimensionless x-z plane trajectories with different values of dzC  at drop angle 60o 
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Fig. 11 shows time domain dimensionless translational motions in Z direction for initial 

orientation angle of 0 =45o with z direction drag coefficients dzC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 and the 

trailing edge Xt=0.4 is used. The dimensionless translational motions in Z-direction for x direction 

drag coefficients dxC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are shown in Fig. 12. For Fig. 12, the trailing edge 

Xt=0.4 is used. In Fig. 12 , it can be seen that the deviation of trajectories at different z direction 

drag coefficients dzC  happens in middle of falling motion. The time domain translational motions 

seem identical for various values of  the x direction drag coefficient dxC  . Simulation results 

confirm that the trajectory is significantly affected by the trailing edge. 

Figs. 13-15 show the resulting non-dimensional X-Z plane trajectories for the initial orientation 

angles varying from 0o and 90o in uniform increments of 15o at the trailing edge positions Xt=0.3, 

0.4, and 0.5. The drag coefficient are unchanged with value of dzC  =1.0 and dxC  =1.2 for 

simulations. As shown in Figures, non-dimensional X position tends to increase when increasing the 

dropped angle up to 60 degrees. When drop angle reach 90o, X tends to decrease to zero. When the 

trailing edge increase, the positive X position at 90o seems to decrease. Optimal value of trailing 

edge Xt is 0.4 for drop angle less than 60o and 0.5 for drop angle greater than 60o. The total excursion 

distribution at non-dimensional z position of 0.7 is employed in the simulation. Non-dimensional 

simulated results confirm that the initial orientation angle 0  is one of the significant factors in 

determination of shape of trajectories of dropped cylindrical objects, which is consistent with the 

findings from (Aanesland 1987, Bergmann and Iollo 2011, Luo and Davis 1992). 

 

 

Fig. 11 Simulated time domain dimensionless translational motions in Z-direction with different values of 

dzC  
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Fig. 12 Simulated time domain dimensionless  translational motions in Z-direction with different values 

of dxC  

 

 

 

Fig. 13 Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.3 
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Fig. 14 Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.4 

 
 

 

Fig. 15 Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.5 
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Fig. 16 Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at drop angle 30o with dimensionless water depth 

z = -5.0 

 
 

 

Fig. 17 Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at drop angle 45o with dimensionless water depth 

z = -5.0 
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Fig. 18 Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at drop angle 60o with dimensionless water depth 

z = -5.0 
 

 

Figs 16-18 show the resulting dimensionless trajectories in X-Z plane for the initial orientation 

angles 0 =30o, 45o and 60o. For each drop angle, the non-dimensional X-Z trajectories have been 

inspected at three non-dimensional depths of 5. From the Figs. 16-18, the spiral motion or periodic 

mode in non-dimensional trajectory is largely affected by trailing edge. The increase in trailing edge 

leads to decreasing in amplitude and frequency of oscillation. At different dropping angles, trajectory 

exhibits consistent varying pattern of spiral motion.  

 
 
4. Conclusions 

 
In this paper, the non-dimensionalization is carried out for the two-dimensional coupled surge-

heave-pitch motions of dropped cylindrical object, and dimensionless dynamic equations are 

obtained. Evaluations of dimensionless coefficients of equations of motion show that friction drag 

is dominant in the surge motion. In addition, the viscous effect and hydrodynamic effect induced by 

the effective trailing edge on the heave motion are opposite in direction but their magnitudes are in 

the same level. Furthermore, dropped cylindrical object is subject to substantial influence of 

moments induced by viscous effect and hydrodynamic effect induced by the effective trailing edge. 

Numerical simulation was performed on the dimensionless governing equations of motions. The 

resulting dimensionless trajectories confirm that trailing edge, the drop angle and z-direction drag 

coefficient are critical factors which affect the trajectories and the findings are consistent with those 
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of simulation results (Aanesland 1987, Bergmann and Iollo 2011, Luo and Davis 1992). The initial 

angle at water-entry greatly affects the underwater trajectory of the dropped cylinder. With 

increasing initial angle, the larger excursion in x-direction occurs. In addition, it is found that the 

trailing edge significantly affects the simulated trajectory through the hydrodynamic force upon the 

object. It is shown that x-directional drag coefficient dxC  has little effect on the X-Z plane motion. 

In addition, as indicated in Figs. 16-18, the trajectories of this cylinder enter a relatively stable steady 

state after about five cycles. This finding can make it easier to determine the location of landing 

points.  

In future research, proposed dimensionless equations of motion will be used to investigate the 

revolution of trajectory involving with stochastic noise during process of dynamic motion such as 

random water entry of dropped object. 
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